Many applications involve a set of prediction tasks that must be accomplished sequentially through user interaction. If the tasks are interdependent, the order in which they are posed may have a significant impact on the effective utilization of user feedback by the prediction systems, affecting their overall performance. This paper presents a novel approach for dynamically ordering a series of prediction tasks by taking into account the effect of user feedback on the performance of multiple prediction systems. The proposed approach represents a general strategy for learning incrementally during test phase when the system interacts with the end-user, who expects good performance instead of merely providing correct labels to the system. Therefore, the system must balance system benefit against user benefit when selecting items for user's attention. We apply the proposed approach to two practical applications that involve interactive trouble report generation and document annotation, respectively. Our experiments show significant improvements in prediction performance (in terms of Mean Average Precision) using the proposed active ordering approach, as compared to baseline approaches that either determine a task order offline and hold it fixed during test phase, or do not optimize the order at all.
Introduction
Much research in statistical learning has focused on the optimization of classification, regression, recommendation, and retrieval systems in isolation. However, in many practical applications, the user needs to interact with multiple prediction systems to accomplish a higher level goal, e.g., interacting with multiple decision support systems to resolve each trouble report in a troubleshooting system, or annotating each text document with respect to multiple classification taxonomies, and so on. For each input instance, the user must accomplish a series of tasks, assisted by a set of prediction systems that provide useful suggestions for each task and receive corresponding feedback from the user. If the tasks are interrelated, as is often the case in such scenarios, the user feedback received for each task at run-time (or test phase) can potentially help in improving performance on subsequent prediction tasks. Therefore, the order in which the tasks are posed may have a significant impact on the effective propagation of user feedback through the prediction tasks, affecting their overall performance. How to find such an order for multiple prediction tasks to maximize their overall performance is an open challenge that has not received attention in the research community.
As an illustrative example, consider the problem of assigning multiple interrelated categories or labels to documents, which correspond to multiple interrelated prediction tasks. In a batch setting, the system would make all category assignments to each document without any user intervention, allowing the user to check and modify the assignments only after all predictions have been made. However, the interrelated nature of the prediction tasks suggests a more efficient approach for minimizing user effort: The system proceeds in a stepwise manner by predicting one label at a time, which the user can immediately validate and modify if required. This user feedback provides additional information that can be used by the system before it predicts the next label for the same document. Depending on the nature of dependencies among categories, the system has the opportunity to choose the order of these predictions so that the overall prediction accuracy is maximized and the total user annotation effort is minimized. The effect of prediction order on overall performance was also observed by Read et al. [19] , who proposed a "classifier chaining" approach for multi-label classification. However, they did not solve the problem of finding the best chain (i.e., the order of predicting class labels), and instead, circumvented the problem by using an ensemble of randomly chosen permutations.
Another example that involves heterogeneous (classification, regression, and retrieval) predictions is interactive trouble report management. Each trouble report from the customer triggers a sequence of interdependent decisions, e.g., determining the priority, category, subcategories, hardware type, and software type, assigning an expert, and finally formulating a resolution. For making each of these decisions, the user would be assisted by the system, which makes helpful predictions for each task and receives corresponding user feedback.
It might be possible to come up with an ordering of these decisions that improves the overall accuracy of the predictions through more efficient use of the user's feedback. For example, it might be beneficial to finalize the hardware and software type of the problem before assigning an expert, because historical data suggests that the latter decision depends heavily on the former. By doing so, the system would be able to make more accurate predictions for the expert assignment. How to optimize the task order by simultaneously taking into account all such relationships and dependencies is an open challenge.
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of how to order a set of interrelated prediction tasks to optimize their overall performance has not been studied in the literature, except for our previous work in a recent report [12] , where we formulated the problem as that of static task ordering, i.e., using past data in an offline phase to find a task order that has the best performance on average, and then holding this order fixed for all data instances at run-time. This approach has the advantage that a good task order is induced from a large corpus of past data, thus allowing effective discovery of task order preferences that are inherent in the domain at hand. However, the search for the best order requires the solution to an NP-hard problem, which makes this approach unscalable to domains with numerous prediction tasks. Moreover, the use of a fixed order makes this approach insensitive to the peculiarities of individual input instances where a different task order would be more appropriate.
The focus of this paper is to go beyond offline approaches, which find task orders that are optimized for the average case, and instead, dynamically choose the task order for good performance on each input instance. Such an approach must be able to evaluate the effect of various task orders on the predictive performance, within the context of the current input instance. Our approach for estimating the benefit of user feedback with respect to different task orders is inspired by uncertainty sampling based active learning methods that use the learning algorithm's confidence on data points as the criterion for choosing the next query for the user [7, 15] . However, our problem setup is significantly different in important ways. Traditional active learning optimizes the order in which instances are labeled to improve the learning curve of a single prediction system during training phase. However, our focus is on the test phase, i.e., when the system interacts with the end-user, who is not concerned with training the system, but is only interested in accomplishing a series of tasks with minimal effort. Therefore, the system is expected to make useful predictions, whose accuracy is assessed before the correct label is made available in the form of user feedback. Hence, the task ordering strategy must strike a balance between the current predictability and the future utility of candidate queries, since the most informative labels are usually the ones that the current model is most uncertain about. Unfortunately, choosing queries that are expected to provide maximum system benefit are least likely to provide immediate user benefit. This observation leads to another view of our problem setup -active learning during test phase. Consider a collaborative filtering system that uses active learning strategies to improve its model of the user's preferences. When the system is in the training phase (e.g., interview phase for a new user), it is reasonable to probe the user with items that the system is most uncertain about. However, such a separate interview phase might not be practical in a deployed system that is perpetually in the test phase, when users expect good performance from the beginning of their interaction with the system. This leads to an exploration-exploitation trade-off similar to that in reinforcement learning: The goal of maximizing overall user benefit requires the system to strike a balance, at each step, between (i) immediate user benefit obtained by exploiting the current model and making the best available prediction, and (ii) system benefit obtained by probing the user with queries whose outcomes are uncertain, in a hope to improve future user benefit. However, such a setup would still focus on a single prediction model. In this paper, we consider multiple interrelated prediction models, where the user feedback received on one model's output can potentially benefit other prediction models.
Our step-wise prediction process is similar to a model of inductive learning known as online learning [17] , where the training phase is not separate from the prediction phase. Instead, the system learns one instance at a time: It makes a prediction on a single instance, receives feedback, which it uses to update its hypothesis before moving onto the next instance. However, online learning focuses on a single prediction problem, while we focus on multiple interrelated prediction problems; The feedback received on the outcome of one prediction task is used to improve the performance of the other prediction tasks. Moreover, online learning does not deal with the problem of proactively choosing the order of predictions.
Multi-task learning [2, 29] deals with simultaneously learning multiple prediction tasks by leveraging their structural similarities in the functional space. However, the focus is clearly on the training phase. During test phase or prediction phase, the tasks are assumed to be performed in isolation, independently from each other and without any user interaction, which makes the order of prediction irrelevant, and therefore, fails to leverage tasks dependencies to improve performance at run-time. Similarly, transfer learning [23] focuses on transferring knowledge gained during learning one prediction task to help in learning another task in the same or related domain. However, the transfer occurs in the training phase, ignoring the information that can be transferred at run-time, when the end-user interacts with the system. Moreover, the direction and sequence of the transfer is not considered, assuming such a choice is indeed available for a given set of learning tasks.
We seek to address the task ordering problem in the context of a multi-step interactive process with the following properties: (i) the multiple predictions are interdependent and the feedback (user correction) received for a prediction task can be incorporated by subsequent tasks at run-time, (ii) the order of the prediction tasks is flexible, free from user interface constraints, and (iii) the optimal order of the tasks is not obvious to the user due to a large number of subtle dependencies that exist among the prediction tasks.
In the next section, we formalize the task ordering problem and distinguish between static and active task ordering strategies. In Section 3, we develop a active task ordering strategy and show how it can be combined with static ordering. We describe our experimental setup including datasets and evaluation metrics in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the results of our comparative evaluation of various task ordering strategies, and also the results of additional experiments performed to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We discuss the assumptions and limitations of the proposed approach in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 8.
The Task Ordering Problem
Consider a set of N input instances or "documents", and for each document d i , we have K prediction tasks {t
K }. Such data can be represented using a N × K matrix, where rows denote documents and columns denote the outcomes or target values of the prediction tasks, e.g., multiple categories, numerical or ordinal values for each document. This is a natural representation for many multi-prediction setups, for instance, the problem of assigning multiple categories to each document (e.g., polycategorization [26] ). Another example is collaborative filtering, where rows denote users and columns denote items, and each cell in the matrix denotes a user's rating of an item. In these examples, the goal is to fill the empty cells based on observed cells in a partially-filled matrix or a separate completely-filled matrix of training data.
In this paper, we consider an interactive or online version of the above-mentioned prediction problems: For a given row, the system makes prediction for a single column at each step. The user validates or corrects the prediction, and the system takes this user feedback into account before moving to the next column. We allow the system to re-order the columns for each row independently, i.e., the system decides the order of the predictions, and hence, the order in which user feedback is received.
We are now ready to formalize the task ordering problem. Let π denote a bijection of {1, 2, ..., K} onto itself, such that t (i) π(k) denotes the k th task in the permutation induced by π for the i th document. In the k th step of the prediction process, the system performs prediction task t (i) π(k) , based on the (systempredicted or user-corrected) outcomes of the tasks already visited by the system in the previous steps, {t
Let the prediction performance in the k th step be denoted by ∆(t
, where the function ∆(ŷ, y) scores the predictionŷ with respect to the truth y. It can be one of the common measures like classification error or squared error, or some other metric that is appropriate for the given domain. The task ordering problem can then be formulated as follows: For each document d i , find the permutation π * i that maximizes the overall performance on all prediction tasks (columns) for d i :
where t The number of possible permutations is factorial in the number of tasks, and the overall performance of any given permutation depends heavily on the behavior of the various prediction systems as well as the performance metric employed. Hence, the true value of the objective function can only be calculated empirically rather than analytically.
Therefore, evaluating or searching through all permutations is computationally prohibitive, leading to a hard optimization problem. In order to proceed, we must explore methods that approximate or indirectly optimize the objective function. We divide the approaches into two broad categories: static ordering and active ordering approaches.
Static Task Ordering
In our previous work [12] , we explored a solution that circumvents the computational issue in two ways: (i) instead of finding the best task order for each new input instance, we used the behavior of the prediction systems on past data to derive a single order in an offline phase that has the best performance on average, and then held it fixed for all data instances at run-time, and (ii) we approximated the objective function in terms of pairwise dependencies among tasks. However, combining the pairwise preferences to deduce an optimal total ordering of the tasks still required the solution to the well-known Linear Ordering Problem (LOP) [20] , which is known to be NPhard [5] . (See [12] for technical details of the approach).
The static task ordering approach optimizes an approximation of the following objective function:
Thus, it learns a single task permutation π * , instead of one for each input instance. In other words, all π * i correspond to the same permutation, denoted by π * . This approach is not sensitive to the current data instance and hence π * is not guaranteed to perform well for each instance at run-time.
Active Task Ordering
The focus of this paper is to devise strategies for finding task permutations that are instance specific, i.e., task orders that are optimized for performance on each given document. The task ordering is induced greedily: At each step, the system only has to choose the next prediction task, based on outcomes of the tasks already solved. We call this approach active task ordering.
Algorithm 1 shows how user interaction proceeds. We start with trained classifiers 1 C 1 , ..., C k , ..., C K for each of the K tasks, and the ordering strategy Φ. Each such classifier has an input feature space comprising the outcomes of the rest of the tasks, with missing values for tasks that have not been visited yet. (See Section 4.3 for classifier implementation details.)
Let symbols with upper case T denote task (or column) identities, e.g., T k denotes the k th task, and symbols with lower case t denote the corresponding outcome of the task. At each step, the ordering strategy chooses the next task to be accomplished. Then the corresponding classifier generates a prediction for that task. If this prediction is correct, no action is required on the part of the user. Otherwise, the user provides the correct value; the system updates the value for that task accordingly and also receives a penalty for the incorrect response. 1 We use the term classifier to refer to any kind of prediction system, including classification, regression or retrieval systems. for k in 1 to K do 3:
Make predictiont k for task T k
6:
Solicit correct value t * k from user 7: Update performance ∆(t k , t * k ) 8:
end for 10: end for
Proposed Approach
We desire an ordering strategy Φ that, at step k, takes into account the outcomes of tasks already solved, and outputs the next task that should be brought to the user's attention:
As shown in Algorithm 1, when the system chooses a task for the user's attention (Step 4), it must also be able to make a prediction for that task (Step 5), since the system's performance will be evaluated on this prediction (Step 7) before the correct value is added to the feature set (Step 8) of the subsequent prediction tasks.
Therefore, the ordering strategy must choose the next task such that the corresponding classifier can make an accurate prediction for that task (thus, benefitting the user), and whose correct label, once verified/entered by the user, would be useful for subsequent predictions (thus, benefitting the system). In other words, the ordering strategy must choose the next task at each step based on two criteria:
1. The predictability of the task, i.e., how well the system, in its current state, can perform on the chosen task.
2. The future utility of the task, i.e., how helpful the knowledge of the task's outcome will be for improving the predictions on subsequent tasks.
Let the predictability and utility of task T k at step k be denoted by P(T k ) and U(T k ), respectively. Then, we define our active task ordering strategy as choosing the next task to be the one that maximizes a linear combination of predictability and utility:
where λ controls the relative influence of the two criteria.
Note that both criteria depend on assessing how the system will perform on a prediction task. However, this is impossible to measure before the true label is received from the user, which can only happen after the system chooses a task for the user's attention. In order to break this deadlock, a common approach in active learning is to use the confidence of the prediction system as a surrogate for the expected performance of the classifier on a data point. In the context of classifiers, various definitions of confidence exist. For probabilistic classifiers, probability values away from 0.5 denote more confident predictions [14] . "Entropy" extends the same idea to multi-class prediction problems. For non-probabilistic classifiers like SVMs, distance of data point from decision boundary has been known to be an effective measure of confidence (or conversely, uncertainty) with desirable properties in the context of active learning [25] . For now, we avoid the exact definition of confidence (see Section 4.4 for details), and denote it by κ(C, X), i.e., the confidence of the classifier C with respect to the data point X.
The predictability P(T k ) is straightforward to define in terms of the confidence of task T k 's classifier:
since the input data available to the classifier at step k is simply the outcomes of the tasks already solved till step k − 1.
The utility U(T k ) is defined as the increase in confidence on the remaining tasks if the true label of task T k , denoted by t k , were known and added as input to the rest of the prediction tasks:
where T denotes the indices of tasks that would still remain to be accomplished, if task T k were to be selected at step k. That is,
However, the true outcome t k is unknown before we actually make the decision to select T k as the next prediction task. For probabilistic classifiers, a common approach in active learning is to sum over all possible labels weighted by their respective probabilities, as given by the current classifier, to obtain an expectation over the quantity of interest. However, this might not be practical for classification tasks admitting multiple labels simultaneously, leading to a sum over an exponential number (2 |T | ) of possible labelings. In such a case, one can simply use the most probable labeling as generated by the current classifier. We make this choice due to the presence of highly multi-valued prediction tasks in our datasets (Section 4.1).
Combining Active and Static Ordering
The static ordering approach (Section 2.1) has the advantage of being induced from a large corpus of past data, whereas the active approach only uses the current document to deduce the order and therefore might suffer from data sparsity problems. Moreover, the static approach has the ability to directly optimize for the evaluation metric [12] , whereas the active approach is dependent on a notion of classifier confidence that is only indirectly related to the evaluation metric. On the other hand, the active approach is sensitive to the current input instance (i.e., the outcomes of the tasks already visited) whereas the static approach uses the same task order for all documents at run-time.
Therefore, a promising middle ground would be to combine the two approaches; specifically, use the static ordering as a prior in the active ordering strategy. The static order would serve to reduce the variance of the active strategy in light of sparse data, and also allow the overall ordering to be sensitive to the target evaluation metric.
Let π denote the static order induced using the methods described in [12] . We modify equation 3.2 as follows:
where the static order prior S(T k ) is defined as:
is the position of task T k if the remaining tasks (i.e., tasks not yet visited by the active order) were ordered according to the static permutation π. Thus, at any given point in the active order, the static order prior favors candidate tasks that occurred earlier in the static order, but have not been included in the active order yet. σ is a tunable parameter that controls the strength of the prior.
Experimental Setup
Our experimental goals are two-fold: (i) To compare the performance of various task ordering approaches against each other, and also against unoptimized task orders, and (ii) to study the behavior of task ordering in general and understand how and why it affects the overall performance of the prediction systems. To this end, we use two datasets, both in the form of documents with multiple attributes. Predicting each of these attributes based on past information as well as user feedback corresponds to the multiple prediction tasks. The goal is to re-order these tasks so as to maximize the overall accuracy of the predictions produced by the system. In this paper, we restrict our attention to classification tasks only (see Section 6 for further discussion).
Datasets
The first dataset was collected from Accenture, a large consulting corporation. It consists of 60,000 documents related to client projects. Each document has associated meta-data in the form of 13 attributes, and predicting the values of these attributes corresponds to the prediction tasks. Abstract and Title are treated as the initial text input. Table 1 describes the structure of this dataset.
The second dataset was collected from Inmedius, which provides logistics support and publication tools to technicians who maintain U.S. Navy's F/A-18 aircraft. The data consists of 6,000 aircraft trouble reports, and each report contains 13 attributes that correspond to the various decisions made by operators in the process of resolving a trouble report. Problem summary is treated as the initial text input, and the rest of the 12 attributes are predicted in a stepwise manner. Table 2 describes the structure of this dataset.
We divide both datasets into three equal parts:
1. Classifier training set: This portion was used to train and tune the classifiers. 2. Order training set: This portion was used to estimate a static task order [12] . Note that this subset is not required by the active ordering approach described in this paper, since there is no learning phase as far as the ordering strategy is concerned. Instead, we use this subset to tune parameters like λ and σ (Section 3) in the active ordering approach. The exact values of the tuned parameters depend on the dataset as well as the target performance metric, but the optimal values were found to be in the following ranges: λ: 0.5 to 0.75, and σ: 0.1 to 0.2.
Test set:
This portion was used to evaluate the performance of the different task ordering strategies.
We switch the roles of the three parts and calculate the average scores on the 6 combinations, to get a more reliable picture of the algorithms' performance.
Evaluation Metrics
The goal of the system is to minimize human effort by producing accurate predictions for all the tasks, which would directly translate to less user intervention for replacing incorrect responses. We use two evaluation metrics that capture slightly different aspects of the accuracy of the system's predictions: Mean Average Precision (MAP), and F 1 .
MAP [1] is a rank-based metric that measures the quality of the ranked list produced by a system. It is the average precision at all recall points in the ranked list. We use MAP to measure the ability of the system to present its predictions in the form of a ranked list such that the correct answers appear near the top of the list for easy selection by the user.
F 1 is a set-based metric, equal to the harmonic mean of Recall (fraction of relevant items retrieved) and Precision (fraction of retrieved items that are relevant) [27] . We report both macro-averaged (averaged over categories) as well as micro-averaged (averaged over total documents) F 1 scores. The macro-average is dominated by performance on rare labels, while microaverage is dominated by performance on labels that appear in many data instances [13] . We use F 1 to measure the ability of the system to present its predictions in the form of binary (yes/no) decisions (e.g, whether a document belongs to a particular category, as opposed to simply ranking all the categories).
Classifiers
We choose Linear Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for all our experiments because of their superior performance on many classification problems [3] and the ability to handle a large number of potentially redundant features, which is common in the domain of text classification [11] . One SVM classifier is trained per attribute to be predicted, treating it as the target variable, while the rest of the attributes are treated as the predictors. At each step in the prediction process, only a subset of the predictors would be available, which correspond to the tasks that have already been visited, and hence, whose outcomes are known. The rest of the predictors would have missing values, which we impute using the nearest-neighbor approach [6] . A score-based thresholding strategy with a five-fold cross-validation was used to convert the scores produced by the classifiers into decisions [28] . Since each attribute can take multiple values, the prediction task is a multi-label classification problem, which we address using a one-vs-all scheme [21] .
Estimating Prediction Confidence
For the definition of classifier confidence, as required in Section 3, we use distance of the data point from SVM's decision boundary. In the context of active learning, choosing the next query as the data point closest to the decision boundary has been shown to be an effective approximation for the strategy of choosing successive queries that reduce the size of the version space of SVM classifiers the most [25] . In the standard active learning setup for SVM, there would be a single classifier and multiple candidate data points. Hence, calibration of the classifier's scores would be unnecessary since the calibrated scores would still be proportional to the original outputs of the classifier for each data point. However, in our case, the confidence scores for different tasks, i.e., different SVM classifiers in our case, must be comparable to each other. Therefore, we convert all SVM scores to probability estimates using LIBSVM [4] , which employs an improved implementation [16] of Platt's calibration algorithm [18] . Since we are using a one-vs-all scheme for multivalued predictions, an attribute that takes V values will require V corresponding binary classifiers. We must combine the confidence scores of each of these classifiers to derive a single confidence score for the prediction task. How to do this for classification problems with multiple overlapping labels is not entirely clear, therefore we resort to heuristics. Let the calibrated scores of the V classifiers for an attribute be denoted by p v where v = 1, ..., V . We examined the following combination methods for computing confidence:
Mean: average deviation from 0.5:
GeoMean: geometric mean of the deviations from 0.5:
Min: minimum deviation from 0.5:
Max: maximum deviation from 0.5:
Variance: variance of the scores:
Mean and GeoMean take into account all the confidence scores of the classifiers for an attribute, whereas Min and Max look at the extreme (lowest or highest) confidence scores of the classifiers. Variance looks at the spread of the scores, which might be a good indicator of how confident the set of classifiers are in ranking the labels: Larger spreads signify more confident rankings, while smaller spreads signify uncertainty in ordering the labels. (See Section 5.2 for an empirical comparison).
Results
We conducted a comparative evaluation of various ordering approaches and report the results in Section 5.1. We also conducted additional experiments to compare the various alternatives for estimating classifier confidence (Section 5.2), and also to understand the effect of task order on predictive performance (Section 5.3). Table  3 and 4 show the results obtained using various task ordering approaches on the Accenture and F/A-18 datasets, respectively. The task ordering approaches include: STATIC: static task ordering [12] , ACTIVE: active task ordering without using the static order as prior (i.e., equation 3.2), and COMBINED: active task ordering with the static order as prior (i.e., equation 3.3). As a baseline approach, we use Random task orderings, i.e., arbitrary task permutations for each document. On both datasets, the task ordering approaches beat the baseline approach by a significant margin with respect to all three performance metrics. The active ordering approaches proposed in this paper (ACTIVE and COMBINED) beat our previous approach (STATIC) by a significant margin in terms of MAP. However, the performance gain in terms of MicroF1 is relatively small, while the differences in terms of MacroF1 are mostly insignificant. Although the improvement of ACTIVE over STATIC is not drastic, it should be noted that the STATIC ordering approach requires a large training corpus as well as the solution to an NPhard problem, whereas the ACTIVE ordering approach is an online algorithm that only looks at the current input instance, and provides a much more efficient and scalable solution for task ordering when the number of tasks is large, or training data (as required by the STATIC approach) is at a premium.
Comparison of Ordering Approaches
Significance Tests: To evaluate the differences between classifier performances with respect to different task orderings, we conducted a sign test for each pair of methods listed in Table 3, and similarly for Table 4 , with respect to the MAP scores of all predictions (i.e., number of documents × number of attributes per document). On the Accenture dataset, differences in MAP scores greater than 0.005 were found to be highly statistically significant (p-value 0.01). On the F/A-18 dataset, differences in scores greater than 0.003 were found to be highly statistically significant (p-value 0.01).
Correlation between Prediction
Confidence and Actual Performance In our active ordering approach, we have used prediction confidence as a surrogate for estimating the system's performance on a prediction task (see Section 3). We would like to assess how well our estimated prediction confidence correlates with the true performance, measured when the correct label is obtained from the user. We use a held-out subset of the Accenture dataset and make the system generate a confidence score in addition to its prediction, and then measure the correlation of its confidence score against the performance score. Table 5 shows the correlation between various formulations of prediction confidence (as described in Section 4.4) and two performance metrics: MAP and Accuracy 2 . When using MAP, which is a rank-based evaluation metric, the best choice for confidence estimation is the Variance method. This makes intuitive sense since Variance measures the spread of the classifiers' scores: Higher the spread, more unambiguous (and hence, more confident) the ranking of the predicted labels is. On the other hand, when using Accuracy as the evaluation metric, the best choice seems to be the Min method, which puts a lower bound on the confidence of all classifiers involved, hence ensuring a minimum level of performance on the given task. Thus, we choose Variance and Min when optimizing the task orders with respect to MAP and F 1 , respectively.
Interestingly, the correlation values vary significantly with the choice of the performance metric, which shows that MAP and Accuracy have sufficiently different behavior. In fact, MAP and Accuracy were found to be only moderately correlated (ρ = 0.4582) with each other on this dataset. 
Effect of Task Order on Prediction
Performance It is important to understand why and how the order of the prediction tasks affects their overall performance, as this may not be obvious at first. In our setup, any task ordering is deemed to put certain tasks at an advantage by placing them later in the task order, which will give them more data for prediction, at the expense of other tasks that are placed early on and therefore would have less data for prediction. Since all tasks of each document must be predicted by the system eventually, it may not be immediately clear why the prediction order should affect the overall performance, because these advantages and disadvantages incurred by prediction tasks should balance each other out. In more formal terms, information gain is symmetric, i.e., given two random variables x i and x j , the reduction in entropy (uncertainty) of x j when x i is known is exactly equal to the reduction in entropy of x i when x j is known. Therefore, in our setup, the task orders T i T j and T j T i should -in theory -perform equally well because any gain in performance on task T j obtained by placing it after T i should be balanced by the gain in performance on T i in the latter task order. However, we show that this does not hold true in practice. The relationship between entropy and classifier performance is not constant for all target variables: A certain reduction in entropy of two variables does not necessarily lead to the same improvement in their corresponding predictive performance, due to the nature of the decision surface for each prediction task as well as the inductive bias of the prediction models used.
We conducted a controlled experiment where we only flip two adjacent tasks while holding the order of the other tasks constant (i.e., disabling Φ in Algorithm 1). Note that only the performance on this pair of tasks will be affected by the flip: In a given task order, all tasks that appear before this pair cannot be affected since this pair is simply absent during their prediction. For all subsequent tasks, this pair is present in a bag of features; the order in which they were obtained is irrelevant at later prediction steps.
We use the Accenture dataset for its larger size and choose the prediction PertinentToOrgUnit (T 3 ) and Keywords (T 4 ) as the two tasks, each admitting 20 distinct values (see Table 1) 3 . An experiment comprises two runs: (i) processing the documents with the order ...T 3 T 4 ..., and (ii) with the order ...T 4 T 3 ... 4 . For each experiment, we can also choose different adjacent positions for these two tasks; we try three alternatives -positions 1-2, 5-6 and 10-11, i.e. at the beginning, middle and end of the total ordering of the tasks. In each experiment, we measure the average performance (in terms of MAP) on T 3 and T 4 for the two orders, as shown here:
Not surprisingly, b ≥ d and c ≥ a in all experiments, since in each ordering the latter prediction task has more data to work with. However, we are interested in knowing whether a + b = c + d, in which case the order of these two tasks will not affect the overall performance of the system. Equivalently, we want to know if b − d = a − c, i.e., whether the performance gained on T 4 by placing it after T 3 is balanced by a corresponding loss in T 3 's performance. Interestingly, this is not the case. We plot the corresponding performance gain and loss on these tasks when they are placed at various adjacent positions in the ranked list (Table 6 ). Thus, even though the decrease in entropy of one prediction task is offset by the same amount of increase in the other for the two orders, this does not translate into equal performance gain and loss on the two prediction tasksi.e., one of the orders (T 3 T 4 in this case) is more favored than the other and leads to higher overall performance. These observations provide an empirical justification for directly taking into account the classifier's behavior as well as the performance metric, instead of measuring quantities like entropy or information gain that are only indirectly related to the classifier's performance on a given task.
Moreover, when we place the pair at latter positions (e.g., "10-11") in the total task order, both the gain as well as corresponding loss diminish. This is to be expected, since more task outcomes are available at latter positions for making the predictions for both the tasks, introducing redundancy of information, and Table 6 : Effect on performance (MAP) due to flipping two adjacent tasks, T 3 and T 4 . The performance gain (b − d) on T 4 is not exactly canceled by loss (a − c) on T 3 at any of the pairs of adjacent positions in the task order, leading to a non-zero change in overall performance (∆ = (b − d) + (a − c)). therefore, making the particular orientation of the pair less crucial. In other words, when available data is sparse, the order of predictions has a much more dramatic effect on the overall performance.
Discussion
In this paper, we have considered a specific sequential prediction setting consisting of multi-attribute documents. However, our proposed approach is more generally applicable to any setting where the system must determine the order in which user feedback should be solicited, but at the same time, the system must also exhibit good predictive performance on the items selected for user feedback, thus requiring a trade-off between system benefit and user benefit. Such scenarios arise naturally when active learning must be performed during test phase or prediction phase, when the system interacts with the end-user, who expects good system performance, instead of interacting with an oracle, who merely provides correct labels as demanded by the system. A notable example is the explorationexploitation problem in the context of adaptive filtering, where the information filtering system must decide whether to present a document to the user based on two potentially conflicting criteria: The expected utility of the document to the user, and the expected utility of the user's feedback to the system [30] . An important part of our future work in this direction is the application of these ideas to other mainstream machine learning problems like collaborative filtering.
In our experiments, we have only considered classification problems (Section 4.3) as the prediction tasks. However, our approach provides a template that can accommodate any combination of classification, regression, retrieval, or ranking systems, as long as the systems can provide a measure of the degree of confidence (or uncertainty) of their predictions. A lot of research has focused on estimating and calibrating the confidence scores of various learning algorithms [9, 14, 15, 24] , including the ones that involve structured outputs [8, 10, 22] , since confidence estimation forms the basis for uncertainty sampling based approaches to active learning [7, 15] .
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Conclusions
We have proposed an active task ordering strategy for dynamically ordering a series of prediction tasks to optimize their overall performance. We take into account the effect of user feedback on the prediction confidence of the systems in the context of the current input instance to determine the best prediction order. Our experiments on two datasets show that the proposed approach is effective and also a computationally efficient and online alternative to our previously proposed static ordering strategy, which requires additional data for offline computation of the task order and relies on the solution to an NP-hard problem. Moreover, we evaluate the correlation between various formulations of classifier confidence for multi-label classification problems and the true prediction performance, highlighting the different behavior of two evaluation metrics. The proposed approach represents a general strategy that is applicable to any setting where a trade-off between system benefit and user benefit is required, and can accommodate any combination of classification, regression, retrieval, and ranking systems as long as their prediction confidence can be estimated on a common scale.
